PIG PEN ICEBREAKER

Split a flip chart up into 'pens', one 'pen' for each delegate. Ask the delegates to come up to the chart, either one by one or in pairs and draw a pig in a pen, put their name in the pen somewhere and then sit down. Wait until everyone has drawn a pig and then go through what we have discovered about each of them. (Alternatively, issue one sheet of flip paper and pens to each delegate.)

POSITION ON PAGE

Top = Optimistic and very positive
Middle = Realistic and factual. Takes a balanced view
Bottom = Tendency towards pessimism and negative outlook

DIRECTION

Left Facing = Outgoing, friendly, good communicator, family orientated, good at remembering birthdays and dates
Right Facing = Innovative, action orientated, not family or date orientated
Head On = Direct in communication style, doesn't avoid issues, likes to play devil's advocate, sometimes a little blunt
Backwards = Either a bit of a rebel, two fingers up to authority or does not like confrontation and will avoid it at all cost.

DETAIL

The more detail = More analytical, thinks things through, methodical, logical, cautious, suspicious
The more simple = Enthusiastic at starting things, less keen on detail, emotional, a risk taker

EARS

The bigger the ears the better at listening!

LEGS

4 Legs= Well grounded, a realist, good team player, secure, stubborn
Less than 4 legs = Going through some changes (work or home), insecure

Most Important

TAIL

The longer the tail the better the sex life!!